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Jack & Keiko
OLD FRIENDS and WOUNDED TIGER: Jack Marshall is a dear friend from
our first years in Japan. His wife Jerri passed away with cancer and a few
years later he married Keiko, one of their first converts. They continue to
serve a congregation they started. Occasionally, after speaking at Kamizono,
we worship with their congregation. Jack knew missionary Jacob DeShazer as
well as Mitsuo Fuchida, who are part of the intriguing story of Wounded
Tiger. We were privileged to introduce the Marshalls to T. Martin Bennett,
the author of the book,
recently (Google it) Keiko gave
her moving testimony during a Zoom meeting Martin arranged.
What a joy it was to be involved with this meeting! It appears
that funding for PR’ing the book and the movie has been secured
from Christian billionaires who are excited to support Brother
Martin’s projects. Praise the Lord for the potential impact this
will have in bringing Japanese to our Lord and Savior!
T. Martin Bennett

MONGOLIA: We hope restrictions will be lifted by next summer so we can make another trip
to Mongolia! We have been in Zoom contact with some of the Centurions Ministry staff, and
through email with many of the staff. They continue to reach out and see many decisions for
Christ! We recently Zoomed with Gantumur and Deegi who are now in Virginia directing the
Asia sector of the Cruz-CCC worldwide ministry with the military.
KANSAI CHRISTIAN SCHOOL: We both continue to go to KCS twice a week. I work in the Staff Room while
Rickie works next door in her office. It is wonderful to interact with staff and students as well as meeting
prospective students and their parents. I am Vice Chairman of the KCS Board and Rickie is in her 37th year as
Executive Assistant. Recently our annual KCS Sports Day was held.
Many of the parents came to
enjoy the event. There was a
KCS Sports Day 2021
lunch break and many races and
games. The final event was the
traditional Tug of War between
the two teams, including parents
Teacher
Ikumi
and staff. The white team won
the event this year, as well as the Principal
trophy. This was a wonderful
Debbie
opportunity to communicate with
parents.
OSAKA BIBLE SEMINARY and Rickie’s LADIES’ CLASS: I attend OBS chapel
regularly on Tuesdays and Rickie goes with me on Fridays. Our students continue to
study the Word and other subjects and serve in their home congregations, Rickie’s
Tuesday English/Bible Class ladies continue to enjoy studying with her. The new lady
in the class has expressed amazement at the Old Testament prophesies that came
true in the New Testament!

OBS Chapel

RICKIE HAD A BIRTHDAY! She was well celebrated as we arrived and with visits from two classrooms of
elementary children, and after school at Starbucks with the lady staff and me; then it continued with dinner at
a nearby steakhouse.
1st & 2nd Graders
3rd & 4th Graders
Jennifer
flew
down
from Ishinomaki and
stayed four nights with
us.
She
did
some
cleaning at their house
in East Osaka
and
extended our learning
curve with some new
computer programs!
Jennifer and KCS Ladies
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